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“It’s great to provide solutions that users will love,
but if those solutions aren’t providing business value
for your organization, then there’s usually not a place for them.
“Most companies, after all, are not providing an altruistic service.
Instead, the goal is to provide users with the best possible
user experience in a way that provides your organization
with the best possible business results.
“That’s why we’re still talking about ROI today
because management and executives will always need
to be mindful of running their business efficiently and profitably.”

The Business Value of UX: Taking ROI to an Institutional Level
— A Conversation with Jeff Horvath
Why are we still talking about the ROI of UX activities?

The goal is to provide
users with the best
possible user experience in a way that
provides your
organization with
the best possible
business results.

We’ve made great progress on this front over the past five to eight years, but it is
still something we need to discuss. I remember fighting this battle when my
career first started in the mid-1990’s. My job seemed to be 50% design and testing and 50% justifying why “usability” was an important thing to do. Back then,
we would talk about how what we would now call UX work could increase sales,
decrease development time, or provide other tangible business benefits. The conversation has been much the same ever since. To this day, one of our most popular white papers remains Usability: A Business Case from July of 2005 and our
ROI calculators remain some of the most popular destinations on our website.
At HFI, we often try to explain to our
clients that, in reality, we don’t truly
focus on user-centered design. In reality, what we all try to focus on is business-centered design. What we mean
by that is that it’s great to provide
solutions that users will love, but if
those solutions aren’t providing business value for your organization, then
there’s usually not a place for them.
Most companies, after all, are not providing an altruistic service. Instead, the
goal is to provide users with the best
possible user experience in a way that
provides your organization with the
best possible business results.

That’s why we’re still talking about ROI today because management and
executives will always need to be mindful of running their business efficiently and
profitably.
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How do companies typically measure ROI?

In the end you need
to define what gains
you hope to achieve
from any given UX
effort. Your ROI then
is simply the ratio of
your anticipated gain
to your overall
investment.

For the most part, organizations think about ROI in terms of whatever key
performance indicators (KPIs) make sense for their organization. If you’re talking
about a retail web site, you’re going to care about conversion rate or average
order size. If you’ve got a call center application, you’re going to care about
reductions in average call time. If you’ve got a medical device, you’re going to
care a lot about reduced error rates. It all depends on what business metric is
key to you.

ROI Measurement

Criteria

Conversion rate

# or % of visitors who buy or increase

Average order value

$$$

Increase in pages viewed

# or % increase

Decrease in drop-off

#of people or % reduction

Decrease in typical # of calls to help
desk
Reduction in training

# or %

Increase in usage

# of people, # of times, or % increases

Saving of user’s time

# of minutes/hours and/or multiplied by
labor rate
# of minutes/hours and/or multiplied by
labor rate
# or % and resulting $$ amount if any

Saving of programmer’s time
Error reduction

# of days/hours reduced

In the end you need to define what gains you hope to achieve from any given UX
effort. Your ROI then is simply the ratio of your anticipated gain to your overall
investment.
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So, ROI is simply a ratio of money gained over money invested?
Well, it’s not quite that simple. The industry has traditionally defined it that way,
but that ignores a few key ideas that we really should be paying attention to.
There are two important ideas that tell us that a dollar today is worth more than
a dollar tomorrow.

When we’re thinking
about determining
the value of UX
activities, short-term
gains will always be
more persuasive
than long-term gains.

In the field of economics, there is a concept called Discounted Present Value. It’s
defined as this:

DPV = FV / (1 + i)n
Where:
DPV = discounted present value
FV = future value
i = inflation
n = number of years
The idea here is that, in the real world, there is inflation. Typically, we see
inflation of a couple of percentage points per year. So, we really need to factor in
inflation when we calculate anticipated gains. A dollar gained a year from now is
not as valuable as a dollar gained today because that dollar a year from now is
devalued due to inflation.
The other reason a dollar tomorrow isn’t worth as much as a dollar today has to
do with a psychological principle sometimes referred to as intertemporal
discounting (Soman, et al., 2005). This means that we perceive a dollar tomorrow
as worth less than a dollar today. Think about it. If I offered you $100 right now
or $200 in ten years, which would you prefer? You’d almost certainly take the
$100 right now, because getting it right now has more perceived value to us even
if we don’t factor in inflation.
So, when we factor both of these in discounted present value and intertemporal
discounting – it’s clear that gains today are worth more to us than gains
tomorrow. That’s not to say that gains tomorrow aren’t important. It just means
that when we’re thinking about determining the value of UX activities, short-term
gains will always be more persuasive than long-term gains.
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No matter how we calculate it, these tactical ways of measuring ROI are very
important to many people, but they really only pertain to a specific project or
specific design. Things get a lot trickier when we’re trying to understand the
value of investing in general capabilities building at an organization. That’s really
where the focus is today.

Understanding the
value of investing in
general capabilities
building — that’s
where the focus is
today.

So, are C-level executives beginning to care more about the business value of UX
then?
Yes, they really are. We’ve seen a real surge in the attention C-level executives
have placed on UX and, more generally, customer experience (CX). In years past,
we really had to work hard to help executives understand what UX was and why
it had business value. Today, most executives get it at a gut level. If you want to
run a successful business, you need to make sure your customers are happy.
Forrester recently published a report that showed that 93% of executives
thought that improving the customer experience was a top strategic priority.
That’s music to the UX industry’s ears.

To what degree will improving customer experience be a
top strategic priority for your company in 2012?
It is our top strategic priority

28%

It is on the list of top strategic priorities but not No. 1

65%

It is not on our company’s list of top strategic priorities

7%

Base: 86 customer experience professionals
Source: q4 2011 Global Customer Experience Peer Research Panel Online Survey
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The problem that we have, however, is that just because an executive agrees that
customer experience is a top priority, it doesn’t mean that they have a plan for
how to deliver. What are the steps involved? What do we do first? How much do
we budget? What’s the ROI of investing in that at an institutional level? There are
a host of unknowns that need to be figured out and each involves an investment
of time and money.

The HFI Usability
Maturity Model helps
organizations
understand what
capabilities they
need in order to be
a mature UX
organization.

HFI executives Eric Schaffer and Apala Lahiri have released a book on how to
institutionalize UX practices at organizations: Institutionalization of UX: A Stepby-Step Guide to a User Experience Practice. In the book, they deal with all of
the key elements necessary to create a mature UX program from staffing to
standards. As part of the book, they present the HFI Usability Maturity Model
which helps organizations understand what capabilities they need to have in
order to be a mature UX organization. It covers everything from executive
support to showcase projects. With each increasing level, the organization is in
a better position to deliver exceptional user experiences in the products and
services it provides. Each of these steps, however, takes time and money.
It’s natural then for organizations to ask questions such as, “Is Level 4 good
enough for me?”, “How much more of an investment would Level 5 be over
Level 4?”, or “How does the ROI vary with the different levels?”

(see Appendix A for a full-size version of the chart)
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It’s notoriously difficult to define a very clear and concise measure of gain for
such an institutional effort. We have some very convincing summary-level data
and exemplars to look to however. In 2009, Forrester reported that the
stock valuation of companies defined to be CX leaders significantly outperformed
CX laggards and the market as a whole even during difficult times. In 2011,
Watermark Consulting repeated the study and came to the same conclusions.

Forrester reported
that the stock valuation of companies
defined to be CX
leaders significantly
outperformed CX
laggards and the
market as a whole,
even during difficult
times.
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In 2010, Rolta India
announced it had
received Level 5
certification from
HFI. With the news of
this achievement, its
stock price jumped
over 5%.

Now, customer experience is a bit broader notion than just user experience.
Customer experience tends to deal with things like customer support, sales
channels, and in-store experiences. User experience tends to focus largely on
digital experiences. So, you might wonder if these findings about companies that
focus on customer experience still hold true when we just look at companies
which focus on great user experiences. Happily, the trend remains true. Figure 7
shows the one-year performance of the UX investment portfolio created by
Teehan-Lax in 2006. The one-year gain was +39.1%, which outperformed the
Nasdaq, S&P 500, Nasdaq 100 and the NYSE during the same performance.
Measured over a four-and-a-half year period from inception, the fund gained
101.8%.

HFI has helped many clients along this journey and all have experienced their
own level of success. The journey can take several years and millions of dollars
when all is said and done, so it is difficult and rare for organizations to publicly
share their specific success stories. Our friends at Rolta India are a rare
exception. Rolta has over 5,000 employees, and the company provides CAD, CAM,
geospatial information system (GIS), EBusiness and related services. With their
size, diversity of customer base, and growth they realized they need to
differentiate through a commitment to user experience. In 2010, they announced
that they had received Level 5 certification from HFI (i.e., they had achieved Level
5 on the Maturity Model). With the news of this achievement, their stock price
jumped over 5%.
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When you align UX
metrics with
business metrics in
a meaningful way,
you’ve got a tool that
lets executives make
informed business
decisions about
what needs work
and what doesn’t.
How can this focus on the business value of UX help decision-makers make smart
business decisions?
When you align UX metrics with business metrics in a meaningful way, you’ve got
a tool that lets executives make informed business decisions about what needs
work and what doesn’t, which stated another way is where to invest their limited
time and dollars and where not to. This then enables executives to determine
where and when they can move on and declare victory. If we look at the two
dashboards in Figure 9, which applications would you invest more UX work in? If
you simply pay attention to UX factors, you’d probably decide to invest in #2, #3,
and #5. But, really, why would you invest anything in #3? It’s already getting
about as much business value as it can. Creating a better UX for it is nice, but it’s
not going to provide any additional business value. On the other hand, if you look
just at the business factors, you might decide that you should invest some UX
work in #1, #2, and #5. If you look more closely, however, there’s no need to
invest any more UX work in #1. It’s already as good as it can get. The fact that
the business results aren’t as good as they can be must be due to something
other than UX.
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It’s these kinds of informed decisions that look at the effectiveness and value of
UX work as it contributes to the overall business success that wise executives
make. This kind of attention to detail and planful coordination between UX and
business is what sets the “UX leaders” apart from the “UX laggards.”

A good user
experience, like a
measurable ROI,
doesn’t typically
happen by accident.
It is the result of
careful planning,
analysis, investment,
and continuous
improvement.

How can one start aligning and measuring the business metrics with the
UX metrics?
The first step is to understand very clearly what business metrics make sense for
your organization. Different metrics are meaningful for different organizations.
Once you’ve identified the key business metrics that work for your organization,
you must determine what UX metrics you can gather that would help inform
those business metrics. Just because you can measure something about UX
doesn’t mean you should. It’s only useful if what you measure can inform the
business. Once you’ve got that figured out, it’s just a matter of getting those
metrics routinely measured in a way that informs business decisions.
As part of defining the metrics, you’ll start to identify where your organization’s
weaknesses and strengths can be found. It may be that you have the technical
measurement tools, but the staff to do the analysis and define solutions are
missing. Or, it may be that you have the staff and data but not the executive
sponsorship to turn user experience from an ad-hoc discipline to one that is
strategically valued and supported.
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So, we encourage our clients to use the maturity model to help plot their current
state and project their future desired state with respect to organizational
maturity and then build the strategic and tactical programs required to help
them achieve that desired endpoint. A good user experience, like a measurable
ROI, doesn’t typically happen by accident. It is the result of careful planning,
analysis, investment, and continuous improvement.
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